ABSTRACT In this paper, we have considered the uplink cross-tier interference in multi-macrocell heterogeneous networksystem, where each macrocell consists of a number of small cells. Cross-tier interference between macrocell user equipments (MUEs) and small cells base stations (SBSs) exists in both intramacrocell and inter-macrocell due to high transmit power of MUEs. The MUE-to-SBS interference from both local and adjacent macrocells is dealt with interference alignment (IA) with the aid of a central processing node, and co-tier interference caused by small cell user equipments (SUEs) and MUEs is dealt with minimum mean square error method. To reduce the channel state information (CSI) bits transmitted through inter-cell backhaul with limited capacity required by IA, the idea of MUE-to-SBS interfering pair selection (IPS) is employed before IA. The effects of different IPS schemes on the performance of the system have been investigated. Results show that the proposed multi-macrocell IA algorithm improves the performance of SUEs while maintaining that of MUEs compared with others' previous work in single-macrocell scenario. In addition, numerical results show that it is wise not to align all cross-tier interference. We can achieve better performance while decreasing the load for transmitting precise MUE-to-SBS CSI on inter-cell backhaul by selecting an appropriate number of participants in our proposed IA algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In future cellular networks, higher and higher date rate is expected to meet the demand of subscribers. Deploying small cells such as femtocells and picocells is an effective way to offload the traffic of macrocells and to improve the coverage as well as the spectral efficiency of cellular networks [1] , [2] . Despite the benefits brought by small cells, severe interference between macrocells and small cells in both downlink and uplink is a challenge to apply small cells into practical use [3] , [4] . In LTE specifications, macrocells and small cells are able to operate in the licensed band and the frequency reuse factor of macrocells can be set to 1 to obtain the maximum bandwidth, which introduces cross-tier interference and inter-cell interference [5] , [6] . The growth in user-generated content (UGC) is a motivation to improve the uplink network capacity [7] . In uplink direction, macrocell user equipments (MUEs) with relatively high power interfere the data transmission between small cell user equipments (SUEs) and small cell base stations (SBSs). What's worse, if a MUE is located at the edge of a macrocell, small cells in adjacent macrocell may suffer the cross-tier interference from the MUE.
In order to manage the interference in heterogeneous networks (HetNet) and improve the performance of celledge users, a variety of techniques have been proposed such as frequency reuse (FR) [6] and coordinated multipoint transmission (CoMP) [8] . Recently, interference alignment (IA) has been proposed to mitigate interference in wireless communications by aligning the received interference from undesired transmitters into interference subspace with lower dimensions [9] and has been investigated by many researchers in a variety of scenarios [10] . Several works have also been done to manage the interference in HetNet by exploiting IA [11] - [14] . Shin et al. [11] propose a hierarchical IA (HIA) method, which addresses both cross-tier and co-tier interference in a macrocell. However, only three users are taken into consideration for perfect IA. In [12] , multiuser inter-cell interference alignment (MUICIA) is proposed to mitigate the inter-cell interference. Still, each macrocell only has two users participating in IA simultaneously to satisfy perfect IA constraints. The work in [13] employs partial connectivity to enable perfect IA in one macrocell with several picocells by deeming weak interference as noise. Nonetheless, when there are too many pico users in the vicinity of macro users, being forced to ignore relatively strong pico interferers to satisfy the requirement of perfect IA will degrade the performance. In [14] , Guler and Yener propose an IA algorithm in a two-tier networks with multiple interfering multiple access channels (IMACs) based on least square method, which takes advantage of the asymmetric power of macrocell UE and femtocell UE, the algorithm is able to handle more interferers than perfect IA requires by allowing for a certain amount of leakage. Besides, [11] , [13] , and [14] just consider the single macrocell scenarios while inter-cell interference is non-negligible in HetNet, especially for MUEs and small cells distributed near the edge of macrocells. For cross-tier IA using successive semi-definite programming (SDP) with unlimited participants that allows for leakage, the appropriate interference selection schemes and the number of participants have not been discussed. In addition, transmitting data and precise channel state information (CSI) among macrocell through inter-cell backhaul with limited capacity has been a problem in practical implementation [15] , [16] . IA algorithm with user selection has been an effective approach to both ensure the IA feasibility condition and reduce the required amount of precise CSI [17] - [19] .
Inspired by the single-macrocell uplink cross-tier IA algorithm with minimum SINR requirement in [14] , we propose an algorithm to exert interference management in multimacrocell HetNet scenario with individual uplink powercontrol constraints and with minimum SINR requirement through SDP method with relaxation, which are also able to handle more interferers than perfect IA allows. We name the interfering links between MUEs and SBSs as interfering pairs and assume that the CSI of MUE-to-SBS interfering pairs is fed back to a central processing node (CPN), which connects all macrocell base stations (MBSs). The CPN is to receive MUE-to-SBS CSI measured at SBSs and transmit beamforming matrices to MUEs and SBSs in all macrocells through intra-cell and inter-cell backhaul. It is deployed to sort and select interfering pairs for cross-tier (MUE-to-SBS) IA, and calculate the beamforming matrices for participants in IA. Interfering pair selection (IPS) is employed for choosing MUEs and SBSs to participate in IA, which saves the overhead for transferring real-time precise CSI and decrease the amount of CSI bits transmitted through backhaul for IA. We propose 3 IPS schemes to study whether we should align all cross-tier interference simultaneously. Simulation results suggest that multi-macrocell IA algorithm provides better performance than single-macrocell algorithm, and leaving weak interference unaligned helps us achieve better performance. Finally, single-macrocell MMSE algorithm is used to handle the co-tier interference.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows: We propose an IA based multi-macrocell uplink interference management algorithm that considers both intra-macrocell and inter-macrocell cross-tier interference. Information required by cooperation and coordination in multi-macrocell scenario is transmitted through intra-cell and inter-cell backhaul. IA is performed by deploying a CPN at any MBS. The proposed multi-macrocell algorithm alleviate the degradation of performance compared with singlemacrocell algorithm and saves the bits of CSI transmitted through inter-cell backhaul by introducing IPS before IA. Compared to IA with SINR constraints (SINR-IA), IA with MUEs' uplink power constraints (UP-IA) decreases the required amount of CSI bits due to no need for CSI of SUEto-SBS. Finally, we find out an appropriate threshold for IPS to decrease the required amount of CSI bits while improving the system's performance through simulation, on the premise that the solution with closed form is difficult to achieve.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system model. In Section III, interfering pair selection schemes are given and compared, and the feasibility of perfect IA is analyzed. In Section IV and V, cross-tier IA algorithm with uplink power constraints and with SINR constraints are presented. Simulation results are discussed in Section VI. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VII.
Notation: H H is the conjugate transpose of matrix H.
||H|| means the norm of matrix or vector H, which equals to tr H H H , and tr (H) is the trace of matrix H. ⊗ is the Kronecker product and H † means the pseudoinverse of matrix H. x is the floor of x, i.e. the largest integer smaller than or equal to x. |S| is the cardinal number of set S, i.e. the total number of elements in set S.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider an uplink two-tier HetNet with multiple macrocells and small cells as Fig. 1 In our multi-macrocell scenario, CPN can be deployed geographically at one of the MBSs in coordinating macrocells and its function can be accomplished by the base band unit (BBU) of an MBS [20] . MBSs and SBSs in coordinating macrocells communicate with each other through backhaul for CSI feedback to CPN via X2 interface defined in LTE specifications [21] . The backhaul links of inter-cell (MBS-to-MBS) and intra-cell (MBS-to-SBS) can be realized through wired or wireless channel [22] . If allowed, wired backhaul, i.e. fiber, is preferred for providing adequate bandwidth for feeding back CSI and transmitting data. However, since it can be costly and take lots of time and effort such as digging trenches for laying fiber, wired backhaul is not always available in implementation [23] . On the contrary, wireless backhaul is cost-efficient and allows the site selection of SBSs to be more flexible. Thus, we tend to employ wireless channel for CSI feedback in intra-cell and inter-cell backhauls. In order to avoid the interference between wireless backhaul and data transmission, we assume that the intracell and inter-cell backhaul are assigned with the out-band frequency, which does not share frequency resource with data transmission. We should note that the bandwidth of wireless backhaul should be limited to save resource for data transmission. In this case, decreasing the amount of feedback for CSI bits is not only meaningful, but also necessary [24] . Fig. 1 ±1 with equal probability for all MUEs and SUEs. n m,n is the received noise of SBS m,n , which follows a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution with E n n,m n H n,m = σ 2 I. All CSI matrices are assumed known to all transmitters (UEs) and receivers (BSs) and can be transmitted to the CPN through backhaul.
III. INTERFERING PAIR SELECTION FOR INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT
In this section, we employ the least square based IA algorithm to mitigate the cross-tier interference from MUEs to SBSs of both intra-macrocell and inter-macrocell. We solve the IA problem under two types of constraints: the first constraints is the uplink power control of MUEs for desired minimum receiving signal strength; the second is the constraints of minimum SINR requirement of MUEs. Unlike [14] , we do not simply treat all cross-tier interference from adjacent macrocells as noise in single-macrocell SINR-IA. We find that when the number of selected interfering pairs becomes smaller, the accuracy of the rank-1 approximation used in solving the IA problem is getting lower and therefore the beamforming matrices of MUEs suffer from stronger power loss. Power compensation is employed in UP-IA to ensure the power of MUEs to satisfy the original uplink power constraints of MUEs.
We first give the constraint conditions for aligning all cross-tier interference from all MUEs to all SBSs in the multi-macrocell HetNet. In this paper, single data stream transmission of each MUE is assumed for simplification of analysis. To align the cross-tier interference from all MUEs to all SBSs, the precoders of MUEs are designed to satisfy the conditions (2) , as shown at the top of the next page, [25] , where all of the linear combination scaling coefficients α m,n p,o,q are complex constants. The conditions in (2) suggest that interference of all MUEs are aligned into the interference subspace of each SBS. We can write (2) into a single equation
where 
interference from SUEs in small cells of other macrocells
coefficients α m,n p,o,q . The structure of H m,n is given as
w is a vector concatenated by MUE precoders w p,o,q for p = 1, . . . , I , q = 1, . . . , K , i.e.,
In order to implement the IPS scheme for IA, we introduce the IPS coefficient λ m,n p,o,q , which equals to 1 or 0.
,q is treated as noise by SBS m,n . To avoid the situation that MUE 1,o,1 is not chosen to be aligned at SBS m,n , the CSI matrix of the MUE with the strongest interference to SBS m,n , denoted by H m,n p ,o,q , is set as the base aligning matrix for SBS m,n . In the following steps, all other MUEs selected to participate in IA at SBS m,n will be aligned with MUE p ,o,q directly. Therefore, we have the form of the aligning constraints matrix H m,n as
where p = 1, . . . , I , q = 1, . . . , K and (p, q) = (p , q ) for SBS m,n .
Different from [11] and [13] , where each SBS only serves one SUE, our work considers a more universal heterogeneous network configuration where each SBSs serves multiple SUEs instead of one as in [14] and [26] . If we want the co-tier SUE-to-SBS interference to join the multi-macrocell cross-tier IA for SBSs, we will have to transmit a large amount of SUE-to-SBS CSI over the backhaul among macrocells. On the contrary, handling interference of low power SUEs in their local macrocells has no need for transferring CSI among macrocells. Therefore, we will only consider the interference from MUEs to SBSs and leave the designing of SUEs' beamforming matrices in their own macrocells.
A. CROSS-TIER INTERFERING PAIR SELECTION (IPS)
In this paper, we name the interfering links between MUEs and SBSs as ''interfering pairs.'' The reason we use ''interfering pair selection (IPS)'' other than ''user selection'' is that in some selection schemes we propose, the MUEs select SBSs rather than being selected by SBSs to align. In the following, we propose IPS schemes to implement the removal of some constraints for MUE precoders designing for IA with the idea of ignoring some MUE-to-SBS interfering pairs and focus on the rest. To minimize the impact on IA performance for not considering part of the interfering MUEs, we sort MUEs by interference strength at each SBS and remove several weak interferers for each SBS.
In the first IPS scheme, which is called SSN-IPS, we limit the number of selected SBSs to be aligned at for each MUE. 
where Please note that for the SMN-IPS scheme, IA will not be actually performed when N SM = 1 since only one MUE interferer is involved for each SBS. However, when N SM > 1, there won't be situations that some SBSs select no or just one MBS for IA, which might happens in SSN-IPS, causing a waste of the interference subspace resources of those SBSs. When the number of selected interfering pairs (N SS for SSN-IPS, N SM for SMN-IPS) grows, all SBSs tend to select two or more MBSs to perform IA for both of the IPS method. Therefore, SMN-IPS and SSN-IPS show little difference in performance when the number of selected interfering pairs is large.
Both the SSN-IPS and SMN-IPS schemes share the common character of selecting a fixed number of interfering pairs. However, MUEs at the edge of macrocells have higher transmit power than MUEs closer to MBS due to path loss and uplink power control, which means that a cell-edge MUE interferes more SBSs than a MUE near MBS with interfering strength higher than a certain value. Therefore, it may not be reasonable for MUEs/SBSs to choose a fixed number of interfering pairs to align without considering the distance between the MUE itself and the MBS serving it. To adapt to different interference strengths of different MUEs better, we propose a global interference strength IPS (GIS-IPS) scheme to decide whether to handle a MUE-to-SBS interference with IA method or to treat it as noise based on the relationship between a threshold and the MUE-to-SBS interference strength. We have λ m,n p,o,q (∀p = 1, . . . , I ,
where the norm of H m,n p,o,q indicates the interference channel strength from MUE p,o,q to SBS m,n , and T GIS is the global interference strength threshold. As we can see, interfering pairs are chosen to be aligned based on interference strength instead of the same SBS number for each MUE. In this case, strong interfering MUEs are aligned at more SBSs than weak interfering MUEs, which differs from the fixed number of selected interfering pairs, as SSN-IPS and SMN-IPS require. Although the proposed IPS schemes are coarse, no exhaustive search is needed, which benefits in networks with large number of MUEs and SBSs.
Although in GIS-IPS the interference subspace of each SBS may not be assigned with equal number of interfering pairs as in SMN-IPS, the weakest interference of the selected MBSs for all SBSs is at a similar intensity level. Thus, the unselected MBSs in GIS-IPS always have less negative effect on SBSs than the selected MBSs before IA is exerted. Even if the interference subspace is not fully utilized for some SBSs in GIS-IPS, it will cause less degradation in performance compared to SSN-/SMN-IPS with the same number of selected interfering pairs.
B. CSI FEEDBACK FOR OBJECT FUNCTION OF IA
Given that the amount of CSI feedback on intra-cell backhaul is proportional to inter-cell backhaul, the analysis of the amount of MUE-to-SBS CSI bits on intra-cell backhaul will not be given separately. Here we discuss the amount of MUEto-SBS CSI bits need to be transmitted through inter-cell backhaul for IA. We assume that 2q bits are used to quantize a complex element of a CSI matrix while q bits are used to quantize the norm of a CSI matrix. Thus, transmitting a T M × R S dimensional complex CSI matrix cost 2qT M R S bits while the norm of the matrix costs only q bits. If no IPS is exerted and all interfering pairs participate in IA, the bits of precise CSI needed by the CPN for objective function of IA are
where the factor (I −1) is due to CSI bits in the first macrocell don't have to be transmitted through inter-cell backhaul. Before the SSN-/SMN-IPS process, the norms of all CSI matrices are calculated by SBSs and transmitted to CPN at MBS1 instead of real time precise CSI matrices. After SSN-/SMN-IPS, the CPN notifies SBSs which interfering pairs it needs for IA and only the precise CSI matrices of the selected interfering pairs is then transmitted from SBSs to the CPN at MBS1 to save the cost for transferring CSI through inter-cell backhaul.
For SSN-IPS and SMN-IPS, the sum bits of the norm of all CSI, the selected-CSI indices and the precise selected-CSI matrices need to be transmitted back and forth through intercell backhaul are (11) and (12), we can derive that when η ≤
is satisfied, the transmitted bits of CSI for IA with SSN-IPS and SMN-IPS is less than IA without IPS. For example, if T M = R S = 2 and q = 32, then SSN-IPS and SMN-IPS will need to transmit less CSI bits as long as η < 0.87 compared to IA without IPS. For GIS-IPS, the norm of CSI do not need to be transmitted to the CPN, since SBSs only need to transmit precise CSI whose norms are greater than T GIS . Thus, the CSI bits need to be transmitted through inter-cell backhaul for calculation of IA by CPN are
where
. . , N is the equivalent proportion of the total number of interfering pair candidates for IA. It is obvious that GIS-IPS will always cost less bits for transmitting CSI than IA without IPS.
C. FEASIBILITY OF INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT WITH IPS
In this part, we will analyze the feasibility of perfect IA with different IPS schemes in multi-macrocell HetNet scenario. Solving an IA problem with IPS can be interpreted as solving part of the set of equations in (2) . By judging whether the number of equations N e (non-zero row) exceeds the number of variables N v (non-zero column) in (4), we can determine if the IA problem is improper or proper [27] , [28] .
We now discuss the feasibility for SSN-IPS, which has a fixed N SS for each MUE. If each MUE tends to select a set of SBSs as different as possible, or to say, each SBS is selected by the identical (or as similar as possible) number of MUEs to align, we got the number of equations
and its corresponding minimum number of variables is
If it happens that all MUEs select the same set of SBSs and leave the most SBSs unselected, then we got the number of equations
As for SMN-IPS, which has a fixed N SM for each SBS. If each SBS select a set MUEs as different as possible, that is, each MUE is selected by the identical (or as similar as possible) number of SBSs to be aligned at, we got the number of equations
and its corresponding number of variables is
When it comes to all SBSs select the same set of MUEs to be aligned at and leave the most MUEs unselected. We got the number of equations
The variation of N e and N v with given N SS and N SM is brought by the different selection results between SBSs and MUEs. We can see that the relation between the number of equations and the number of variables is so complicated that trying to guarantee perfect IA by giving a proper N SS or N SM is almost impossible. Fortunately, the least square based IA that allows leakage is able to deal with the imperfect IA condition for cross-tier interference between MUEs and SBSs.
IV. CROSS-TIER UP-IA WITH POWER COMPENSATION IN MULTI-MACROCELL
In order to solve the cross-tier IA problem under the constraints of uplink power control of MUEs for desired minimum receiving signal strength (UP-IA), or under the constraints of minimum SINR requirement of MUEs (SINR-IA), we employ the idea in [14] of solving least square IA problem with successive semi-definition programming (SDP) by relaxing the rank-1 constraint and extend the algorithm to multi-macrocell scenario. Unlike the authors who just treat the MUE-to-SBS cross-tier interference from adjacent macrocells as noise, we consider cross-tier interference to SBSs in the whole network and try to minimize the crosstier interference from both local and adjacent macrocells with the help of IA method.
A. CROSS-TIER UP-IA
To obtain the precoders of MUEs that satisfy UP-IA, the optimization problem can be written as:
where P p,o,q is the minimum transmit power for MUE p,o,q derived from uplink power control based on the path loss of the MUE and the minimum desired receiving signal strength at MBS. P max MUE is the maximum allowed transmit power of MUEs. The condition P p,o,q ≤ P max MUE is implied. min 
which can be solved by interior point method efficiently. In this paper, we utilize the Matlab toolbox named CVX to solve this SDP problem [29] . One thing to note is that CVX might return a W with rank higher than 1 due to the absence of rank-1 constraint in SDP. In this case, eigen-decomposition approximation is employed to get the rank-1 approximation result [14] . In eigen-decomposition approximation, w will be derived from the following equation and given as:
where λ 1 is the largest eigenvalue of W and q 1 is the eigenvector corresponding to λ 1 . The accuracy of the approximated result and its effect will be discussed later. 
The updated coefficients α m,n p,o,q are then used in next iteration of SDP with relaxation to obtain better optimization result.
B. POWER COMPENSATION BASED ON RECEIVED SIGNAL STRENGTH
For rank-1 approximation based on eigen-decomposition, the accuracy can be observed from the relationship between the leaked interference of SDP and the leakage after rank-1 approximation. When the principle eigenvalue (largest eigenvalue) of W is not significantly larger than other eigenvalues, the power of MUEs suffer significant power loss due to the definition of eigen-decomposition. As we can see, the accuracy of the rank-1 approximation affects the performance of the system. When the accuracy is low, the MUEs performance will be impaired due to power loss. To compensate for the power loss brought by the approximation, we will employ power compensation to ensure the power of MUEs to satisfy the constraints in the original IA problem. The power compensation coefficient of MUE p,o,q is given as:
where P p,o,q is the power of MUE p,o,q given by uplink power control. The transmit beamforming matrix with power compensation is obtain through w p,o,q = θ p,o,q w p,o,q . MUE power compensation is exerted immediately after rank-1 approximation and before updating scaling coefficient α m,n p,o,q in each iteration.
V. SINR-IA IN MULTI-MACROCELL
To obtain the precoders of MUEs by satisfying SINR-IA, the optimization problem can be written as:
where γ p,o,q and P max MUE are the minimum SINR threshold and maximum allowed transmit power of all MUEs, respectively. The received SINR of MUE p,o,q is presented as (30) , shown at the bottom of the next page, where β is the SUE interference in the whole network received by MBS. As demonstrated in [14] , β can be calculated without considering the beamforming of SUEs. As simulated and pointed out in their previous work, the effect of precoders of low power SUEs on SINR of MUEs are not significant enough to be considered in SINR constraints, so the component of interference of SUEs without precoding can be directly used for calculating SINR of MUEs. The precoders of SUEs have little impact on the SINR of the received signal of MUEs by MBSs since the transmit power of SUEs is relatively low compared with MUEs.
To transform the IA problem to SDP, the SINR requirement constraints can be written as
. This IA problem can also be solved through SDP by relaxing the rank-1 constraints similar to the method proposed in [14] .
As we can see, in order to exert UP-IA, the bits of CSI for constraints information need to be transmitted from MBSs to CPN at MBS1 over inter-cell backhaul is
As for SINR-IA, the CSI bits to be transmitted should be
It is obvious that multi-macrocell UP-IA requires much less amount of CSI to be transmitted through inter-cell backhaul to CPN than multi-macrocell SINR-IA does. The performance of UP-IA and SINR-IA are later compared in the simulation part. Finally, SUEs can either participate in IA or improve their own performance through MMSE or user scheduling.
Since participating in IA increases the dimension of IA matrix and complexity as well as the cost for transferring CSI of SUE-to-SBS to the CPN through inter-cell backhaul. We tend to employ single-macrocell MMSE to design the precoders of SUEs and decoders of SBSs while considering the aligned interference from MUEs. The procedure of MMSE will be omitted in this paper since work in [14] adopts the same procedure and thus we are able to compare the performance of IA algorithm with their work.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we have done the simulation of the proposed uplink multi-macrocell IA algorithm with IPS. The radius of macrocell is set as 400m and the radius of small cell is set as 50m. The Rayleigh fading channels are employed with the path loss model according to the 3GPP TR 36.814 specification [30] . Uplink power control based on path loss for MUEs is used to ensure the same received signal strength at serving MBSs for UP-IA. In simulation, the radius of macrocell is set as 400m and the radius of small cell is set as 50m The desired received signal strengths of MUEs and SUEs are set to −90dBm. The minimum SINR requirement for MUEs is set to 0.3. The maximum transmit powers for MUEs and SUEs are 200mW (23dBm) and 1mW (0dBm) respectively for both SINR-IA and UP-IA [31] . The noise power at receivers (MBSs and SBSs) is set to −110dBm.
If not mentioned otherwise, the configuration of (I , J , K , L) = (3, 5, 5, 3) and (R M , R S , T M , T S ) = (4, 4, 2, 2) is considered in this paper. Single data stream transmission for all UEs is assumed. All MUEs and small cells are distributed near macrocell-edge, the distances between them and the MBSs they located in are no less than 70% of the macrocell's radius. Single-macrocell MMSE algorithm, which treats inter-macrocell interference as noise, is used to handle the co-tier interference for both singlemacrocell and multi-macrocell IA with the aim of comparing the performance of multi-macrocell IA with single-macrocell IA with fairness.
For simplicity, we use ''MC'' short for ''multi-macrocell,'' ''SC'' short for ''single-macrocell'' and ''PC'' short for ''power compensation'' in figures. The ''number of selected interfering pairs per MUE/SBS'' is used to replace the ''number of selected SBSs per MUE (N SS ) or number of selected MUEs per SBS (N SM )'' for concision. We also use ''NSS'' to represent ''N SS '' in figures to make the legends compact.
In this paper, the leaked cross-tier interference represents interference generated by selected interfering pairs only, while the residue of interference mentioned later means interference generated by all of the MUE-to-SBS interfering pairs. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , we show the leaked interference of the selected MUE-to-SBS interfering pairs of SSN-UPIA without power compensation with different N SS . The results suggest that both the single-macrocell and the multi-macrocell IA algorithm converges with iterations. SMN-/GIS-UPIA and SINR-IA show the similar convergence results as SSN-UPIA. For the same N SS , the difference between the leaked interference of SDP and rank-1 approximation (R1A) reflects the accuracy of the approximation: the
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closer they are, the more accurate the approximation is, and the less power loss the MUEs suffer. As we have observed, when N SS is large, the accuracy are always satisfying. However, for small N SS , the difference is relatively large, which means that we should employ MUE power compensation for UP-IA to compare the performance of SUEs and MUEs with different N SS with fairness. The sum rate of SUEs and MUEs in single-macrocell/multimacrocell UP-IA/SINR-IA without power compensation are given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . When N SS is small, the sum rate of MUEs drops severely, which is caused by power loss as demonstrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . However, as the accuracy of R1A is high when N SS is large, we can compare the performance when most of the interfering pairs are selected directly. In general, multi-macrocell IA algorithms outperform singlemacrocell IA algorithms in SUEs sum rate while the sum rate of MUEs are maintained. The results suggest that considering inter-macrocell cross-tier interference from adjacent macrocell is necessary to improve the performance of the HetNet. The UP-IA allows for higher sum rate of SUEs while the SINR-IA has a higher sum rate of MUEs possibly brought by minimum MUE SINR requirement. In the following, we will not handle the SINR-IA with power compensation because power compensation cannot guarantee the result to satisfy the minimum SINR requirement constraint. 6 shows the relation between T GIS and the average number of selected interfering pairs per MUE/SBS through Monte Carlo method. In the following, T GIS is converted to equivalent selected interfering pairs per MUE/SBS in order to be compared with SSN-IPS and SMN-IPS conveniently. We should note that in our configuration, the results of converting T GIS to equivalent N SS and equivalent N SM are the same because the total numbers of MUEs and SBSs are equal. This helps us compare the performance of the 3 IPS schemes conveniently. Fig. 7 shows the sum bits of CSI matrices and norms transmitted through inter-cell backhaul for objective function of IA with the configuration of (I , J , K , L) = (3, 5, 5, 3), (R M , R S , T M , T S ) = (4, 4, 2, 2) and quantization bits q = 32. The gray dash line represents the CSI bits transmitted through inter-cell backhaul without IPS. From the result, we can say that GIS-IPS always consumes less bandwidth on backhaul for inter-cell backhaul. SSN-IPS also consumes less bandwidth than IA without IPS as long as N SS < 14 or < 0.93 (same with SMN-IPS). From the analysis in Section III, we know that as the scale of multi-macrocell HetNet grows, IPS will save more CSI bits transmitted through inter-macrocell backhaul. Fig. 8 shows the sum rate of SUEs of SSN-UPIA algorithm with and without power compensation. We can see that considering cross-tier interference from adjacent macrocells does improve the performance of SUEs for different number of selected interfering pairs. Fig. 9 shows the sum rate of SUEs of UP-IA algorithm with different IPS schemes. For SMN-IPS scheme, when N SM = 1, the result is equivalent to no IA being implemented due to the definition of IA, from which we can learn the performance of the HetNet without IA. For GIS-IPS scheme, the third point on the curve is the performance when T GIS is set to −90dBm, which is the desired received power at BSs in UP-IA. It is obvious that GIS-IPS always outperforms the SSN-IPS and SMN-IPS in SUEs sum rate. UP-IA without power compensation is given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 as a reference to show the accuracy of the solution, from which we can see that the accuracy of rank-1 approximation is quiet high when N SS > 2. Fig. 10 shows that the performance of MUEs is almost the same for UP-IA under different conditions, so we could just choose the condition under which the performance of SUEs are the best. For the configuration of (I , J , K , L) = (3, 5, 5, 3) and (R M , R S , T M , T S ) = (4, 4, 2, 2), we could draw the conclusion that multi-macrocell GIS-UPIA with about 3 selected interfering pairs per MUE/SBS delivers best sum rate for SUEs and the whole system.
To investigate the appropriate equivalent N SS or T GIS of GIS-UPIA under different network configurations, we simulate the sum rate of SUEs of GIS-UPIA with power compensation for 4 − 6 SBSs per macrocell, i.e. (I , J , K , L) = (3, x, 5, 3) where x = 4, 5, 6, in Fig. 11 . The simulation results show that when about 20% of the total SBSs are selected for each MUE to participate in IA, or when T GIS is set to -93dBm (3dB weaker than the system's desired signal strength) for all MUEs, the sum rate of SUEs will be higher than other conditions, which can be used as an indicator for deciding an appropriate number of selected interfering pairs for IA conveniently.
We also simulate the residual of all MUE-to-SBS interference of multi-macrocell UP-IA with and without power compensation for J = 5 in Fig. 12 . The results show that VOLUME 6, 2018 the minimum interference residue appears when about 8 − 9 interfering pairs are selected by each MUE/SBS to participate in IA. We observe that GIS-IPS leaves slightly larger residue while its sum rate suggests the best performance of SUEs sum rate. This phenomenon occurs maybe because the transmit beamforming vector of MUEs somehow affect the designing of SUEs' beamforming matrices even if the power of MUEs are the same in statistical. Besides, we can conclude that, considering both sum rate and residue of interference, involving all cross-tier interfering pairs to participate in IA is neither necessary nor economic for costing extra bandwidth on inter-cell backhaul.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an uplink cross-tier IA algorithm in multi-macrocell HetNet scenario with the help of intracell/inter-cell backhaul and CPN. In order to decrease the load on inter-cell backhaul with limited capacity, 3 IPS schemes named SSN-IPS, SMN-IPS, and GIS-IPS, based on the strength of interfering pairs are proposed. We analyze the CSI bits to be transmitted through inter-cell backhaul for different IPS schemes. As for different constraint conditions of multi-macrocell IA, UP-IA and SINR-IA solved by successive SDP with rank-1 relaxation are proposed and compared. Simulation results suggest that our multi-macrocell IA algorithm does outperform single-macrocell IA algorithm with SINR constraints by considering the inter-macrocell interference. UP-IA delivers better SUE performance while SINR-IA has better MUE performance. For different IPS schemes, simulations show that IA with GIS-IPS offers better sum rate performance than IA with SSN-/SMN-IPS or IA without IPS. After investigating HetNet with different number of small cells, we find out it is appropriate to set T GIS to about 3dB lower than the desired signal strength, so that the average number of selected SBSs per MUE is about 20% of the total SBSs. Under this condition, we can reduce the required amount of precise CSI bits transmitted through intercell backhaul for IA while achieving better performance for the whole system.
